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BOOK REVIEWS
Passing by the doctrines and opinions of past periods, our exclusive object will
be the doctrines of the present day, the verified facts and principles of the science.
-you can glance over all that has passed away, as researches chiefly curious, yet
not without a measure of utility.
The reader is reminded, in a lively manner, of the early days of
formal education in medicine, of Benjamin Franklin's College of Philadel-
phia, of the days of giants of early medicine-Shippen and Rush-of strug-
gles, expansion, squabbles, and growing pains. Other names in the changes
include Chapman, Wood, Osler, Edsall, Frazier, Leidy, de Schweinitz,
Pepper, Deaver, Mitchell, Piersol, Taylor, Fox, and Pancoast.
The opening of the nation's first university-controlled general hospital
in 1874, was stimulated by 27-year-old William Pepper and other alert
young men who studied medicine during the Civil War and who talked
about the need to reform medical education throughout the country by
basing it on sound clinical instruction. How interesting to reflect on
William Osler's words later:
The faculty was a strong one, but it contained a number of men who were
saturated with old-time prejudices, and who were bitterly opposed to any change
in the method of medical educationl
A general strengthening of the university's organization accompanied
the reform of the medical department. Recognition was given to the
increasing importance of the natural sciences in medical education. Admis-
sion of women to medical study was denied. The author mentions that
the Scheffield Scientific School of Yale University in its fifth annual
report, for 1869-1870, announced a course of two years "for those who
design to pursue the study of medicine in the Medical Schools." The next
year the content of the course was specified to include chemistry, zoology
and botany. "The University of Pennsylvania followed Yale's example a
decade later."
In the final chapter, the past 25 years are reviewed constructively and
an encouraging look toward the future is given. The library receives
attention, as do new subjects in the curriculum, wider hospital affiliations,
service to foreign lands, and the school's greatest asset: "the men who are
building it still."
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HEALTH AND HEALING IN RURAL GREECE. A Study of three Communities.
By R. Richard and Eva Blum. California, Stanford University Press,
1965. viii, 269 pp. $7.50.
The authors of this book have on the whole successfully achieved their
goal of carrying out a five-year survey project of health beliefs and prac-
tices of peasants and shepherds in three rural communities within a 100
mile radius of Athens, Greece. The book is of potential value to public
health workers in Greece or in other relatively underdeveloped areas.
The first chapters of the book present an informative description of the
area where the research was carried out, and delineate themes in com-
munity life and in local concepts of disease, birth, abortion, and death.
They also describe local medical efforts and treatment activities. The
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second half of the book presents the information that the authors were
able to gather with the assistance of two public health teams supported
by the Greek Ministry of Health in relation to medical examinations,
hygienic knowledge and practice, and interpretation of illness.
This book is written in a simple, straightforward style which is equally
readable by ethnologists, physicians, public health workers, and laymen.
Major defects of the report are that the three villages studied were in no
sense representatives of average Greek villages, since they were mostly
populated either by Greek refugees from other countries or by nomadic
populations who had been settled in villages. Also, the authors' conclusions
about "infanticide as a means of birth control" and the belief that "un-
baptized babies are creatures somewhat apart from the human family" are
entirely incorrect. Infanticide and abortion are illegal in Greece as in all
other European countries. Also, the authors have some misconceptions
about Greek social structure. Among these are their view that physicians
are relatively low in the social scale, that folk healing is as widespread
as they indicate, and that the traditional spiritual role of the priest in a
Greek village conflicts with that of the physician. Despite these criticisms
the book is valuable, interesting, and important as a statement of certain
public health problems seen in some areas of Greece.
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GENETICS AND THE SOCIAL BEHAVIOR OF THE DOG. By J. P. Scott and J.
L. Fuller. Chicago, The University of Chicago Press, 1965. xviii, 468 pp.
$12.50.
Almost 20 years of research on the social behavior of the dog are
summarized in this book. It is a tremendous compendium of data and
detailed observations. The amount of description of the behavior of the
dog is impressive and will serve as the standard for future investigations
in this field.
There are four parts to this work; the first two dealing with the
methodology; the third reporting data from various hybrid animals; and
the last speculating and implicating what this work presents for future
investigations.
The authors clearly did not write this book with the expectation that
it would be read from cover to cover. It is a book that will serve as a
reference source subjected to periodic thorough readings of small portions.
The person who sets out to read the entire book finds himself in a
seemingly hopeless web of description. The last portion of the book ties
things together nicely; it might be wise for the reader to skim this portion
before trying the main body of the text.
In general the book is very thorough, heavily documented, and replete
with statistical material to support the conclusions drawn from the
data. While there are some who will criticize the book on the grounds
that this sort of work is off the track of contemporary comparative
psychology, no one can doubt the value that this work will have as a
reference of material on the dog. F. P. GAULT